Abstract-An approximate image reconstruction method for gantry tiled multi slice computed tomography (MSCT) is presented in this paper, which extends the Feldkamp cone beam reconstruction algorithm to overcome its inaccuracy problem caused by large cone angle. This is done by tilting the reconstructing planes to minimize the cone angle and optimally fitting the spiral segment of the source. It is shown that the image reconstruction performance of the proposed algorithm is superior to that of the Feldkamp reconstruction algorithm. Because a 3D projection data set is employed, the proposed algorithm can use the projection more efficiently than 2D approximate reconstruction algorithms. With the reduced distance from the X-ray source to the reconstruction plane, the maximum pitch value of the proposed algorithm is larger than that of conventional Feldkamp algorithm. The proposed algorithm can archive higher volume coverage speed than Feldkamp algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared with the traditional computed tomography which employs "step-and-shot" scanning protocol, MSCT has higher volume coverage speed and scanning efficiency. Reconstruction algorithm for multi-slice CT is an active research topic. A number of algorithms have been proposed to deal with the reconstruction problem for MSCT .
In some clinical applications, gantry is tilted to meet some reconstruction requirements. There are some approximate reconstruction algorithms developed for gantry tilted multislice CT. In [1] , Kachelrieβ develops gantry tilted reconstruction algorithm for ASSR, where optimal tilted angle for the reconstruction plane is not given out in analytical form. In [2] , Hein develops gantry tilted reconstruction algorithm [3] for Feldkamp algorithm [4] , [5] . Feldkamp algorithm has drawback in in artifacts caused by large cone angle. The reconstruction plane used in Hein's algorihtm is perpendicular to the rotating axis and reconstruction artifacts increase with pitch value and slice number because of the increase of cone angle. Noo developed a general reconstruction theory [6] for gantry tilted reconstruction problem and a cone beam projection data set for un-tilted coordinate system was formed. Different reconstruction algorithms can be used for reconstruction with this projection data set. This theory is suitable for providing gantry tilted algorithms for exact and complex approximate reconstruction algorithms [7] , [8] , [9] . Because a cone beam projection data set is formed in this theory, addition computation is need and is not optimal methods for some reconstruction algorithms.
In this paper, a gantry tilted reconstruction algorithm for tilted plane Feldkamp reconstruction algorithm (TPFR) is developed (GTPFR). The proposed GTPFR algorithm employs optimal the tilted reconstruction plane in gantry tilted Feldkamp algorithm. This adaptively minimizes the cone angle with respect to different pitches, number of detector rows and slice-thickness so as reducing artifacts. Compared with 2D approximate reconstruction algorithms, the GTRFR algorithm uses 3D projection data set and can use projection dose more efficiently. The GTPFR algorithm forms projection data set directly for the optimal reconstruction plane and in Noo's theory, two projection data set reformation procedures are need. The GTPFR algorithm is more computational efficiently than F. Noo's theory. In section II, GTPFR algorithm is introduced, simulation results is presented in section III and conclusion is presented in section IV.
II. Gantry tilted Tilted Plane Feldkamp Type
Reconstruction Algorithm
A. Optimal reconstruction plane
The MSCT scanning set up consists of an X-ray source and a detector array forming a source-detector framework. The geometry of the source-detector framework is shown in Figure 1 , where the detector array is an arched rectangular surface, C s denotes the X-ray source, l v denotes vertical centre line and l h denotes the horizontal centre line. The plane formed by C s and l h is called the centre plane. The distance from the X-ray source to the rotating axis is R f and the distance from the rotating axis to the detector is R d . For gantry tilted CT scanner, the gantry is tilted around x-axis and the tilted angle is µ. There exists a temporal coordinate system x − y − z for the tilted gantry. The centre plane lies on x − y and z is the rotating axis. The origin of the temporal coordinate system is o and the z coordinate of o is z o . The relationship between the temporal coordinate system x − y − z and the global coordinate system is defined as
In the the temporal coordinate system, the X-ray source position is (R f cos β, R f sin β, 0) T . Bring it into (1) and the X-ray source trajectory in global coordinate system can be expressed as
where S is the slice thickness, p is the pitch value of the spiral cone beam scanning, M is the number of detector slice, z 0 is the initial z position and β 0 is the initial projection angle. The projection data of a projection ray is denoted by D(β, θ, u) where β is the projection angle, θ is detector angle and u is height of projection ray at iso-centre. 3D geometry for gantry tilted MSCT is shown in Fig. 1 . Let P = {P i : i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n} be the set of tilted planes with each tilted plane denoted by P i . Let the intersection of the tilted plane P i and the z-axis be at point o i = (0, 0, z i )
T . z i = z 0 + i∆z, for i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n with ∆z > 0 being a constant. Then the tilted planes in the set P are uniformly placed at the intersections with the z-axis. ξ − η − ζ is the local coordinate system for the tilted plane. The tilted plane P i lies on ξ − η plane. The ξ-axis is defined as a straight line passing through point o i and parallel to x−y plane. The angle between ξ-axis and x-axis is φ i and the angle between η-axis and x − y plane is γ i . With (2), the X-ray source trajectory forms ellipse cylinder and the tilted plane P i intersects the ellipse cylinder yielding a curve which is expressed by
For each projection angle β, the distance between the x-ray source and the curve in z direction is:
The distance D se (β, γ i , φ i ) can be reduced by tilted the plane to a proper angle and further cone angle can be reduced. Image artifacts caused by the exitance of large cone angle for convectional Feldkamp algorithm will be reduced. The tilted plane used in the proposed algorithm minimizes the mean square error J 2 between the source trajectory C s (β) and the curve E i (β) in z direction.
For the tilted plane P i , J 2 is the function of φ i and tan γ i . In order to minimize J 2 , the following equations can be archived: ∂J 2 ∂tan γ i = 0 and ∂J
Solved the (6), tan φ i and tan γ i can be calculated:
Optimal tilted angle φ i and γ i for the tilted plane P i can be calculated from (7) and (8) . The tilted plane can be expressed by:
B. 3D projection data set reformation An optimal tilted plane P i is determined by (9) and a projection data set for the tilted plane will be reformed from the cone beam projection data set. Further, equal-angular Feldkamp reconstruction algorithm is performed on the reformed projection data set to reconstruct the tilted plane.
Before prescripting the projection data set reformation procedure, a local coordinate system ξ − η − ζ for the tilted plane P i is set up. For each of the tilted plane P i , the origin of P i is o i and its z position is z i . The optimal tilted angles φ i and γ i is determined by (7) and (8) . The ξ-axis is determined by a straight line passing through point o i and parallel to the x − y plane. The angle between the straight line and the xaxis is φ i . The reconstruction plane P i lies on the ξ − η plane of the local coordinate system and the angle between η-axis and x − y plane is γ i . As a result, the relation between the local coordinate system ξ − η − ζ and the global coordinate system
Where T is denoting the transformation function. In order to use Feldkamp algorithm in local coordinate system, a projection data set with the same structure as that in the global coordinate system formed. This projection data set is composed of projection fans, the fan angle of each projection fan is θ f an , and the height for k-th projection fan at iso center is (k − 1)S . With the transformation function determined by (10) , the X-ray source position in the local coordinate system ξ − η − ζ is determined by the following equation for each projection angle β.
The distance R f (β) from the X-ray source C s to the ζ-axis is
The projection angle in the local coordinate system β is
The projection data of a projection ray in global coordinate system is D (β, θ, u) . The projection ray with projection data denoted by D(β, θ, u) passes through two points: X-ray source and (
With respect to β, θ, u and D(β, θ, u) in the global coordinate system, we define, in the local coordinate system ξ −η−ζ, β , θ , u and D (β , θ , u ) as the projection angle, detector angle, height of the detector slice at the iso-centre and projection data set, respectively, in the local coordinate system. We aim at establishing the correspondence between the X-ray source and the data set D (β , θ , u ) in the local coordinate system such that Feldkamp algorithm can be applied to the image reconstruction of the tilted plane. In the following part of this section, how to calculate θ and u will be introduced.
θ can be computed from
with
where ζ s is determined by (11). Based on the projection data set, the image of the tilted plane can be reconstructed by applying the conventional Feldkamp algorithm which is presented in the following section.
C. Reconstruction algorithm
For one point (x, y, z) on the tiled plane P i in the global coordinate system x − y − z, its corresponding point(ξ, η, ζ) in the local system ξ − η − ζ can be determined with (10) The reconstruction formula can be written as
where
In (19), W is half-scan weights function [10] , g is ramp filter, β u and β l is calculated by bring β i + β m /2 and β i + β m /2 into Eq.(13). The detector angleθ and the height of the projection ray at iso-centre u for projection ray passing through point (ξ, η, ζ) in local coordinate system ξ − η − ζ can be calculated with (16) and (18). The distance between point(ξ, η) T and point(ξ s , η s )
T is denoted byL . The tilted plane reconstruction can follow the following procedure. 1) Calculate optimal tilted angle and determine optimal reconstruction plane P i ; 2) Reforming 3D projection data set for P i ; 3) For each point(x, y, z(x, y)) on the optimal reconstruction plane, it can be reconstructed with (19). Reconstructed tilted plane images are then used to form images for planes perpendicular to the z-axis by interpolation. The performance of TPFR algorithm is evaluated by simulations with the following parameters: µ = 10
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
• ,R f = 570mm, R d = 460mm, fan angle θ f an = 60
• , S = 1mm, projection number per rotation N p = 900 and number of projection rays in the fan N f = 512.
As shown in Fig. 2 , images reconstructed by conventional Feldkamp algorithm show obvious artifacts. In the lower row, zoom of reconstruction images is given out, obvious artifacts are shown around ribs in the image reconstructed by conventional Feldkamp algorithm and GTPFR algorithm provides better image quality and more accurate reconstruction.
The distance between the reconstruction plane and Xray source is reduced by tilting the reconstruction plane to optimal tilted angle and the maximum pitch value is increased compared with conventional Feldkamp algorithm. Table I provides a comparation of maximum pitch values between GTPFR and Feldkamp algorithm with R f = 570mm, R d = 460mm, fan angle θ f an = 52
• , S = 1mm, R ob j = 100mm, µ = 10 circ . Hence the proposed GTPFR algorithm can achieve higher volume coverage speed than the conventional Feldkamp algorithm. 
